PHRM3031 FINAL EXAM NOTES
LECTURE 1 – EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Evidence based practice – conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence
in making decisions about the care of the individual patient
- Integrates individual clinical expertise with best available external clinical evidence
from systematic research
Evidence hierarchy
1. Systematic reviews + metanalysis
2. RCTs
3. Cohort studies
4. Case-control
5. Cross-sectional studies
6. Case series, case reports
7. Ideas, opinions, editorials, anecdotal
Smart searching: 6 steps
1. What is your question?
2. What type of clinical question?
3. What type of research is best for this type of question?
4. What are the databases most likely to capture both the research method and topic?
5. What are the best search strategies to use?
6. Screening the search results for topic and study design.
Answerable question
P population or patient
I intervention or exposure
C comparator
O outcome
EBP process → 5As
1. Ask an answerable question
2. Assess the best evidence
3. Appraise (critically) the articles
4. Apply the information
5. Audit
Lecture 2 – Study designs
•
•

Experimental
o RCTs
Observational
o Cohort (longitudinal)
o Case-control

Example of different studies used:
Does HRT affect cardiac risk?

Crosssectional

Survey a sample of post-menopausal women. How many are using HRT and have
cardiac disease vs. not taking HRT with cardiac disease?

Casecontrol

Find ‘cases’ (women with cardiac disease) and compare HRT usage with ‘control’
(women without the disease)

Cohort

A group of women who are similar in most characteristics are chosen as the cohort.
Some take HRT but others do not. The women are followed-up over time to
identify differences in clinical outcomes with may occur.

RCT

In a group of healthy post menopausal women, half are randomised to HRT and
half are randomised to placebo. The women are followed for 5 years and their
clinical outcomes observed.

Ethics & governance
• Protocols – approved by ethics committee
• Informed consent – subjects must be fully informed of nature of the study including:
o The method of treatment assignment
o The nature of the design
o The chance of receiving the experimental treatments
o Possible risks of participation
o Restrictions
• Governance – conduct of trial, Good Clinical Practice
Assessing bias: 7 questions
1. Were patients randomised?
2. Was group allocation concealed?
3. Were groups similar at baseline?
4. Were participants, health professional and study personnel blinded to group
allocation?
5. Were all participants who entered the trial properly accounted for at its conclusion
and how complete was the follow up?
6. Aside from experimental intervention, were the groups treated equally?
7. Were the patients analysed in the groups to which they were first allocated?

•

•

Continuous – any value along a continuum (e.g. LDL-C, mmHg)
I.
Change scores (difference in mean change between Rx groups)
II.
End scores
III.
Converted to responders (yes/no)
Dichotomous – only two values (e.g. death)

PRECISION of intervention effect
Clinical vs statistical significance
• Clinical significance – requires that size of the effect is real (i.e. statistically
significant) and that it is of a magnitude sufficient to change practice or to be
considered clinically important
• Statistical significance – relates to the size of the effect and the 95% CI in relation to
the null hypothesis (usually <5% error rate)
MANY TRIALS MAY BE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT BUT NOT CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT
P-value – measure of the probability that a result is purely due to chance
• Low p-value – suggests that chance is an unlikely cause of the observed difference
between groups (good)
• If p-value <0.05, then probability that results was due to chance also low (<5%)
o STATISTICALLY significant event
Confidence intervals (CIs) – estimates of the range of values that are likely to include the
real value
• More informative than p-values
• Usually quoted as 95% CIs – range of values that have a 95% chance of including the
real/true value)
• If 95% CI for difference between treatment & control group is small and doesn’t
overlap the ‘no effect’ point (1 for ratio, 0 for difference) → confident that the result
is REAL
• CIs influenced by sample size – bigger samples → smaller CIs
Relative risk (RR) – tells us how many times more (or less) likely an event will occur in the
treatment group relative to the control group
RR = incidence of exposed / incidence of not exposed
•
•
•

RR = 1 means no difference between the two groups
RR > 1 means treatment reduces risk of event
RR < 1 means treatment increases risk of event
Relative risk difference (RRD) = 1 – RR

Absolute risk difference (ARD) – tells us the absolute difference in the rates of events
between the two groups (treatment difference)

ARD (%) = incidence of exposed – incidence of not exposed
•

ARD = 0 means that there is no difference between groups (treatment had no effect)

Number needed to treat (NNT) – the number of patients that need to be treated (compared
to the control group) for a period of time to prevent one extra event of interest
NNT = (1/ARD) x 100 (clinical outcome)
Number needed to harm (NNH) – the number of patients that need to be treated
(compared to control group) for a period of time to cause one extra event of interest
NNH = (1/ARD) X 100 (safety outcome)
These number have DIRECT CLINICAL RELEVANCE since they indicate how many people need
to be treated and allow comparisons between a wide range of treatment modalities.
LECTURE 4 – COHORT STUDIES
Cohort studies – group of people are followed up over time
• Also called longitudinal (or prospective) studies
• May also involve any prospective study where patients are followed over time
• Also retrospective (past exposure, current outcome)
• Allows incidence of disease to be estimated since participants are generally enrolled
PRIOR to an event occurring (e.g. before person dies of heart attack)
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

•
•
•
•

•

The only way of directly establishing
incidence (absolute risk)
Same logic as clinical questioning (if
exposed, do they get the disease?)
Exposure can be elicited without the
bias that might occur if the outcome
was already known
Can assess the relationship between
exposure and many diseases

•
•
•
•

•

Inefficient → many more subjects
must be enrolled than experience the
event of interest
Expensive and resource intensive
Results not available for a long time
Loss to follow up (validity)
Assesses relationship between disease
and (relatively few) risk factors (i.e.
those recorded at the outset of the
study)
Not suitable for rare diseases

Summary

•
•

Diagnostic tests are used as an aid to clinical decision making
Will be affected by:
o Sensitivity & specificity of the test
o Disease definition thresholds (cut-offs)
o The prior estimation of disease risk (prevalence)

Screening harms
• Many people with condition may remain asymptomatic and do not require
intervention
o If become symptomatic, can have treatment and the delay generally causes
no problem (e.g. gallstones and surgery)
• Even if condition detected by screening, earlier treatment does not seem to prolong
survival substantially (e.g. lung cancer)
• Screening is very inefficient when the prevalence of the condition is low
• Screening may not change disease course and cause unnecessary harm by distress
and worry and further invasive & unnecessary tests
• Over diagnosis: an inordinate emphasis on early diagnosis of disease and that the
increasingly aggressive pursuit of abnormalities among people without symptoms
leads to actual harm and great cost without reaping any benefits
False positives – people who test positive even though they really don’t have the
disease
o E.g. Incorrect breast cancer positive – cause extreme anxiety and worry to
people and they may undergo invasive diagnostic tests such as needle biopsy
and surgical biopsy unnecessarily
o E.g. Incorrect colorectal cancer positive – patients with undergo colonoscopy,
which is expensive, inconvenient & uncomfortable, can cause accidental
perforation of colon.
False negatives – people who test negative even they really have the disease

Bias in screening studies
BIAS

DETAIL

Selfselection

Participants tend to be healthier, have healthier lifestyles, and they tend to adhere
to therapy better → better outcomes
‘Worried well’ – people who are asymptomatic, but at higher risk (e.g. relatives of
women with breast cancer)

Screening detects disease earlier but if compare survival time from point of
Lead time diagnosis, the subject whose disease was identified through screening appears to
survive longer, but only because their disease was identified earlier

Length
time

The length of the detectable pre-clinical phase can vary substantially from person
to person (e.g. Prostrate cancer is very slow growing tumour in many men, but very
rapidly progressing and lethal in others) → can exaggerate apparent benefit of
screening as there is greater chance that screening will detect subjects with long
phases, and therefore, more benign disease (leads to overdiagnosis)

LECTURE 8 – GUIDELINES & COMMUNICATING RISK
Guidelines – sets of non-mandatory rules, principles or recommendations for procedures or
practices in a particular field.
ADVANTAGES

•

•
•
•

Recommendations for care based on
scientific evidence, clinical expertise
and patient values
Overview of prevention, diagnosis and
management of a condition
Help to reduce variation in practice
Can save time, improve decisions and
produce better health outcomes

DISADVANTAGES
•
•

•
•
•

Long process (time, money, expertise,
effort) – can be dated
Need to provide clear information
about conflicts of interest and how
managed
Guidelines are not fixed protocols –
need sensible clinical judgement
Often in single condition – do not cover
multimorbidities
Some clinical evidence is of low quality

Pharmacoeconomics – the assessment of the costs of clinical outcomes associated with
alternative drug treatments
• Scientific discipline that compares the value of one pharmaceutical drug or drug
therapy to another
• Compares the costs and benefits of a new and en existing pharmaceutical products
→ is it cost effective? (Value for money)
• Used to inform a decision
Economic evaluation
• Comparative analysis of alternative medicines in terms of costs and consequences (=
benefits = outcomes)
• Identify, measure, value and compare costs and consequences of alternatives
Types of costs
• Direct – directly associated with the intervention (formal sector)
o Direct health care costs (e.g. medicines, nurse and doctor salaries, diagnostic
tests, treatment of adverse events)
o Direct non-health care costs (e.g. patient’s cost of transportation to and from
treatment centres)
• Indirect – generated in non-healthcare sectors so include costs to rest of economy
o E.g. productivity gains and losses are a result of process and outcomes of
health care
• Intangible – social and physic costs associated with treatment (e.g. anxiety, fear,
discomfort) → very difficult to value
o Often not included in PE analyses but can use utility estimates
Summary of costs

Types of economic evaluations

1. Cost benefit analysis *
•
•

•
•

Broadest form of economic evaluation
Both cost and benefits expressed in $
o Outcome may be expressed as:
§ Ratio – benefit to cost ratio (e.g. 8:1)
§ Net value – outcome minus cost
§ If B/C > 1, that alternative is socially valuable
Cost and benefits of differing programs
o Compared because expressed in same units
Generally not used in pharmacoeconomics
o Very difficult to assign monetary value to health outcomes

2. Cost minimisation analysis *
•

•
•
•

Compares costs in $ of alternative therapies
o Considered to have identical effects
o Outcomes not measured
o Assumes outcomes on interventions are same
Results expressed as net cost (savings)
Aim of analysis is to determine which Tx costs less
Common example – use of generic vs. brand pharmaceuticals

